Two high-profile members of our community had their profiles raised even higher this past year. Mickey Rabinov, Day School Director of Hebrew and Jewish Studies, received the Milken Family Foundation’s 2013 Jewish Educator Award. Leslye Adelman, the TBH volunteer coordinator for the North Hollywood Interfaith Food Pantry, was named to the Los Angeles Jewish Journal’s 2013 Mensch List.

Jewish Educator Award Winner: MICKEY RABINOV
   Each year, the Milken Family Foundation presents four outstanding Jewish day school teachers, out of the thousands working in the Greater Los Angeles area, with the $15,000 Jewish Educator Award. Established in 1990, the award honors quality teaching, professional leadership, engagement with families and the community, and the potential for even greater contributions in the future.

   In her acceptance speech, delivered at the December awards luncheon at the Luxe Hotel, Mickey shared her motivation:
   “Lox and bagels, matzo-ball soup and brisket, dancing the Hora and a good sense of humor are part of being Jewish, but I strongly believe that religion must also play a part in one's Jewish identity. As a Jewish educator I want to instill in the students not only the importance of religion, but also the beauty and joy it can bring to life. Be it lighting the Shabbat Candles, studying the Torah or celebrating the holidays, I want the children to love the religion and feel it in their hearts. It is

Mickey Rabinov and Leslye Adelman
Earn City-Wide Accolades

Clockwise from upper left: Mickey speaking at the Jewish Educator Awards luncheon; Leslye as she appeared in the Jewish Journal; Leslye at work at the Food Pantry; Mickey with her students.

Day School in Top 3 Nationally for STEAM – see page 14
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God Needed Shabbat, And So Do We
by Rabbi Sarah Hronsky

Rabbi Mordechai Kaplan wrote, “The Shabbat is a pause in our brush-work…An artist cannot be continually wielding his brush. He must stop at times in his painting to freshen his vision of the object, the meaning of which he wishes to express on his canvas... After celebrating the Shabbat, we are ready to take ourselves to our painting with clarified vision and renewed energy.”

So it was for God. In the story of creation, God’s paintbrush paused – as God’s words ceased, the earth and all its inhabitants were complete. God declared it was good, and then took a Sabbath from all this creative work.

The world continues on from this first Shabbat, with continued daily creation and new endeavors, but first there was time set aside to review, catch up, and pause from all labor.

Our bodies and souls crave such a Sabbath, a break from all, in order to return with renewed vigor and vision to our work. For one day in the week, the Shabbat implores us to study, pray, spend time with our families, build relationships with friends, and deepen love between partners. When we do this for just one day, it makes the other six more productive, more inspired, and more complete.

This is not new. We have done this as a people for thousands of years and, as Ahad Ha’am said, “More than the Jewish people has kept Shabbat, Shabbat has kept the Jewish people.”

To succeed, we must set aside, for a mere 24 hours, the everyday demands for one’s time – the email, errands, and parties – in order to put first one’s family and friends, one’s self through study, and one’s spirit through prayer.

Shabbat is a practice much like yoga, meditation, greatness at a sport, or making a living as a writer. Practice takes commitment and diligence. We know the payoff for keeping Shabbat can be great, as our Prophet Isaiah declared the Sabbath a delight.

I doubt many of us will become 100% observant of the Sabbath laws, but we can find a meaningful place for Shabbat in our lives.

What could we do? A few ideas: attend services at Temple twice a month; share a Shabbat meal with two or three different families each month; meditate and pray in your garden or at a park; have family board game time (no tv or other media); start Saturday morning with a snuggle, cup of coffee, and two hours of quiet family respite; make time to recite prayers each Friday night with the whole family before anyone goes out for the evening; turn off the video games; put your cell phone in a different room; start Saturday morning with a family board game time (no tv or other media); start Saturday morning with a snuggle, cup of coffee, and two hours of quiet family respite; make time to recite prayers each Friday night with the whole family before anyone goes out for the evening; turn off the video games; put your cell phone in a different room; turn off the video games; put your cell phone in a different room; turn off the video games; put your cell phone in a different room; turn off the video games; put your cell phone in a different room.

My prayer is that we allow the Shabbat to give us freedom. Freedom to breath, freedom to renew, and freedom to pick up our paint brushes and continue to paint.

Continued on page 6
Shabbat & Holiday Observances

**march**

**SHABBAT, MARCH 7-8**
Torah Portion: Vayikra, Leviticus 1:1-5:26
Friday
6:00 pm - Community Shabbat Dinner. Join us in the Sands-Mallet Social Hall for a Community Shabbat Dinner. Please call for reservations.
7:30 pm - Erev Shabbat Service. Rabbinic Intern Keara Stein, Cantor Shana Leon, and the Adult Choir lead services in the Bauman Sanctuary. Oneg to follow.

**Saturday**
10:00 am - Bat Mitzvah of Sophie Roth
4:00 pm - Moses Program. Outreach to Jews with disabilities. Songs, prayers, and learning with Rabbi Jim Kaufman in the Kaufman Beit Midrash. Please RSVP to Tobi Schneider.
5:00 pm - Bar Mitzvah of Nolan Kagan

**SHABBAT, MARCH 14-15**
Torah Portion: Tazria, Leviticus 6:1-8:36
Friday
7:30 pm - Scouting Family Shabbat Service. Led by Rabbi Sarah Hronsky, Song Leader Justin Stein, the Cantor’s Chanters, and the Scouts of our Girl, Boy, and Cub Scout Troops. Service held in the Bauman Sanctuary. March birthday blessings included. Oneg to follow.

**Saturday**
9:00 am - Shabbat Morning Uplift. Rabbinic Intern Keara Stein and Song Leader Rachel Wolman lead services in the Kaufman Beit Midrash. Oneg to follow.
6:30 pm - Adult Study and Megillah Reading with Rabbi Sarah Hronsky and Cantor Shana Leon.

**SHABBAT, MARCH 21-22**
Friday
5:45 pm - Shabbat Nosh.
Join us for a meet and greet with light refreshments in the Sands-Mallet Hall.
6:05 pm - Musical Kabbalat Shabbat. Service led by Rabbi Sarah Hronsky and Song Leader Justin Stein in the Bauman Sanctuary.
Saturday
10:00 am - Bat Mitzvah of Lauryn Uhlenberg

**SHABBAT, MARCH 28-29**
Friday
6:30 pm - Tot Shabbat. Rabbi Sarah Hronsky and Song Leader Julie Lockman lead a brief service with story and song in the Bauman Sanctuary. Oneg and Israeli dancing to follow.
7:30 pm - Adult Shabbat. Service led by Rabbi Sarah Hronsky and Cantor Shana Leon in the Kaufman Beit Midrash. Oneg to follow.
Saturday
5:00 pm - Bar Mitzvah of Wyatt Kleinberg

**april**

**SHABBAT, APRIL 4-5**
Torah Portion: Metzora, Leviticus 14:1-15:33
Friday
6:00 pm - Community Shabbat Dinner. Join us in the Sands-Mallet Social Hall for a Community Shabbat Dinner. Please call for reservations.
7:30 pm - Erev Shabbat Service. Rabbi Sarah Hronsky, Cantor Shana Leon, and the Adult Choir lead services in the Bauman Sanctuary. Oneg to follow.

**SHABBAT, APRIL 11-12**
Torah Portion: Ahare-Mot, Leviticus 16:1-18:30
Friday
7:30 pm - Family Shabbat Service. Led by Rabbinic Intern Keara Stein, Song Leader Justin Stein, and the Cantor’s Chanters in the Bauman Sanctuary. April birthday blessings included. Oneg to follow.
Saturday
9:00 am - Shabbat Morning Healing Service with Rabbinic Intern Keara Stein and Song Leader Rachel Wolman in the Kaufman Beit Midrash. Oneg to follow.
9:30 am - Drumming Shabbat Experience. For families with young children led by Rabbi Sarah Hronsky and Song Leader Justin Stein in the Feldman Horn Mercaz. Oneg following the service
4:00 pm - Moses Program. Outreach to Jews with disabilities. Songs, prayers, and learning with Rabbi Jim Kaufman. Please RSVP to Tobi Schneider.

**SHABBAT, APRIL 18-19**
Friday
5:45 pm - Shabbat Nosh. Join us for a meet and greet with light refreshments in the Sands-Mallet Hall.
6:05 pm - Musical Kabbalat Shabbat. Service led by Rabbinic Intern Keara Stein and Song Leader Justin Stein in the Bauman Sanctuary.

**SHABBAT, APRIL 25-26**
Torah Portion: Kedoshim, Leviticus 19:1-20:27
Friday
6:30 pm - Tot Shabbat. Rabbi Sarah Hronsky and Song Leader Justin Stein lead a brief service with story and song in the Bauman Sanctuary. Oneg to follow.
7:30 pm - Adult Shabbat. Led by Rabbi Sarah Hronsky and Song Leader Justin Stein in the Kaufman Beit Midrash. Oneg to follow.
Saturday
5:00 pm - Bar Mitzvah of Nathan Gault-Crabb

Mazel Tov to the families whose sons and daughters will become B’nei Mitzvah at Temple Beth Hillel in March and April. Sophie Roth, daughter of Andy and Trudi Roth, March 8; Nolan Kagan, son of Briana and Jeffrey Kagan, March 8; Lauryn Uhlenberg, daughter of Steven and Shari Uhlenberg, March 22; Wyatt Kleinberg, son of Lee and Lewis Kleinberg, March 29; Nathan Gault-Crabb, son of Joe Crabb and Karin Gault, April 26.
President’s Message
by M. Bruce Gumbiner, President

B ehind the scenes, it is a very busy time of year at TBH. One of the most visible events the congregation will see this year is Purim. Purim is the Temple’s big event for activity and fundraising. We are looking for sponsorships and participation at the events.

You will see signs and promotions for both the Carnival and for Comedy Night. These events give both children and adults something to participate in. Please support your community and participate.

Your Board of Trustees is busy reviewing the budget and operations for next year. This means an opportunity to look at the structure of temple operations, finances (both the revenue and expenses), the use of the facilities and programming. Our financial well-being is an important part of the Board’s responsibility and we do not take it lightly. We continually look for ways to provide better quality service for your support.

The Board also addresses the issues of operations (how the facilities are managed), religious practices and programming, and community involvement (quality of life). We look at what we believe to be important to the community, whether it is Thanksgiving meals for the hungry, education (for both children and adults), or outreach to other communities (such as Muslims for Progressive Values).

During the coming year we will be working to increase our membership (you will see TBH at Farmer’s Markets) and enrollments in our schools. Coming up in May is the Congregational meeting. This year we will be electing a new President and Board Officers, so please attend. In that light, it is the time of year to look for new Board of Trustee members, so if you are interested in serving your community, please contact David Reff at david@reffcpa.com.

TBH is much more than the High Holidays or a place to have your children prepared for Bar/Bat Mitzvah. It is your community and family, so please support all of the activities both with your presence and with your finances.

If you have questions or comments, feel free to contact any of the Trustees. We are always looking for ways to improve the quality of TBH and your feedback and ideas are important to all of us.

Going up!
by David M. Reff, Construction Committee Chair

I am happy to report that the Otis Elevator installers have finally made it to Temple Beth Hillel! By the time this article is printed, they will be finished and the crew that will be installing the finish on the inside of the elevator will, hopefully, also be finished. There is still a fair amount of finish work on the exterior of the elevator shaft, but the end of our current construction is near.

I am happy to report that our latest round of fundraising has brought in $120,225 towards our goal of $3.5 million. We still need an additional $379,775 to finish up the construction.

The donations have ranged from $18 to $30,000. The percentage of members of Temple Beth Hillel that have contributed to help fund the construction has increased from 15% to 25%.

I want to thank everyone who has contributed to the $360 construction campaign and helped bring up the percentage of those contributing. I want to give extra thanks to everyone who had already contributed to the construction and responded with an additional donation to the $360 construction campaign appeal letter. An updated listing of donors is on page 19.

My goal is to have everyone contribute $360 which works out to about a dollar a day for a year.

If you stop by the main office, you can pick up a $360 Construction Campaign button and make a donation at the same time. You can also make a donation in the comfort of your own home by going to www.tbhla.org/donate.

Team Omer
by Bill Weber
Communications Team Leader

T emple Beth Hillel's tagline is, "People, Prayer, Possibility." The Hillel Omer that you are holding has been re-designed to better show off those factors. The new Hillel Omer celebrates our people and their accomplishments with a cover story and expanded "Temple Talk" section; poems, meditations and blessings to inspire us to prayer; and a new, detailed, Calendar section that promotes possibility – there are an incredible number of opportunities to learn, pray, serve and shmooze here.

If we have a reputation as "the Valley’s best kept secret," then the new Hillel Omer throws open the doors, cuts down the hedges, and welcomes the neighbors into the special community that we are.

I’m often asked why I chose the title of "Communications Team Leader" for myself. It’s because I consider communication to be a team effort. My job is not to blast out information one-way, but to dialog with you, to strengthen our connection to each other, to give you the information that you need the way that you like to receive it, and to empower you to share it with others.

Communities don’t grow because they advertise, but because their members are inspired and supported to invite others to join and benefit, too.

I invite you to pass along this issue (or the link to the digital version on our website) to neighbors, family, friends, real estate brokers, dentists, pediatricians, politicians, and pre-schools. Our doors are open and our hedges are trimmed!
Purim is one of our favorite times of the year. It’s also one of the most important, as our annual Community Carnival and Comedy Night are major fund-raisers for our synagogue and schools. So gather your costumes, your graggers, your friends and your purses and help us raise both fun and funds for Temple Beth Hillel!

SATURDAY AT 6:30 PM
Adult Megillah Reading and Study with Rabbi Sarah and Cantor Shana

SATURDAY FROM 7:30-9:30 PM
HRTY Purim Party for 3rd-12th Graders
HRTY and Junior HRTY are throwing a Purim Party! All 3rd-12th graders are invited for a pizza dinner, arts’n crafts, music, and other Purim fun! $15. RSVP by March 10 at BethHillel.info.

SATURDAY AT 7:30 PM
QUEEN &’S COMEDY CLUB
A night of live comedy and entertainment to benefit Temple Beth Hillel and its three schools. Tickets are all-inclusive: cocktails, hors d’oeuvres, and dessert.
$80 - VIP seating
$65 - General Seating
$55 - General Seating for Seniors

SUNDAY AT 10:00 AM - Costume Parade
SUNDAY AT 10:30 AM - Purim-Spiel
Put on your costume and join us for songs and celebration!
Cantor Shana and an all-star cast will be treating us to “Les Mégillah,” a take-off on “Les Misérables!”

SUNDAY FROM 11:30 AM-4:00 PM
Community Carnival
See the ad and coupon at right

Tickets and information at BethHillel.info
Past and Present
by Jodie Reff and Lillian Burkenheim Silver
Women of TBH Co-Presidents

This last year has been the centennial year of Women of Reform Judaism (WRJ). The Women of Temple Beth Hillel have been celebrating WRJ’s accomplishments at national, regional and local events. We have been learning more about the wonderful organization we are a part of and all the contributions WRJ has brought to Women and Reform Judaism.

WRJ was formerly known as National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods. It is one of the oldest auxiliaries in the world. Throughout the last 100 years, WRJ has contributed greatly to all aspects of the temple community.

WRJ has been advocating for women since its inception: the organization fought for the first women clergy, helped create NFTY, and supported Hebrew Union College (HUC) students from the beginning – TBH Sisterhood even delivered meals to HUC students.

WRJ has a history of activism and helping to make changes in securing birth control access, right to choose, immigration, AIDS research, and global poverty. These are just a few of the many areas that WRJ has fought and lobbied for.

Women of TBH is proud to be a part of WRJ. A portion of our dues goes to support WRJ which provides financial resources to the Religious Action Center, NFTY, and HUC scholarships. WRJ also provides guidance and support to us.

We share a great history of advocacy, service, community and friendship. There is much to be proud of and many new exciting opportunities in the future. This 100 year tradition depends on your participation.

This year, the Women of TBH have continued with many of our favorite and successful programs, and have also added some new ones. Give us a try – come to the Shabbaton and experience “Mindfulness – Nurturing the Jewish soul” on March 29th and/or join us for a very special Passover Women’s Seder on April 6 (see page 9). Or for a more intimate experience, join us for Rosh Chodesh – honoring the new moon and women every month.

For more information, please contact Jodie Reff at reffhouse@sbcglobal.net or Lillian Burkenheim Silver at lburkenheim@gmail.com.

Man of the Year
by Cary Nord and Mark Singer
TBH Brotherhood Co-Presidents

The TBH Brotherhood is proud to honor Cary Nord as our Men of Reform Judaism-West Man of the Year. Cary is currently co-President and has been an active member for many years.

We honor Cary’s involvement in our various responsibilities for Temple events, and his reliable presence as an usher on Shabbat and during the High Holidays. Cary is also an integral part of the Food Pantry, Kol HaKatod, Cary!

The awards dinner will be held on March 1 at Temple Beth Hillel. Men from the region’s Reform synagogues will be honoring their own Man of the Year at the same event. Cantor Shana Leon will lift her voice in song as entertainment. This is surely an event not to be missed. Tickets are $36 per person and funds are due by February 21.

March and April are very busy months.

Purim Carnival. Brotherhood will again be taking a very active role. We also encourage your involvement in the various Purim-Spiel activities.

Men’s Seder. We invite all men to join us on Sunday April 6. Rabbi Jim Kaufman will be leading us in this special event. Bring along your sons and fathers as well. The cost is $20.

Seder in the Desert. Brotherhood will again be sponsoring the annual Horseshoe Tournament as well as the annual "Jeopardy” competition. (See the ad on page 7.)

Tom HaShoah. We are co-sponsoring an event with the Women of TBH on April 26. (See the calendar for details.)

Tom HaShoah Candles. As we did last year, we will distribute the candles at the Temple, unless we are requested to mail the candle directly to you. Please contact us with any special mailing requests. Donations to defray the costs are always most welcome. (See the article on page 15.)

We thank all of those who helped make the Brotherhood Shabbat on February 15 so special. A special thanks to Chris Dwyer and Rabbinic Intern Keara Stein for their efforts.

Be sure to check the calendar section of the Omer for more details about these events, and watch the E-news for updated information.

Rabbi Sarah
Continued from page 2

the story of our beautiful lives each and every week.

Our Congregation’s Shabbat

Just like God needed Shabbat, and we as individuals need Shabbat, so too, does Temple Beth Hillel – continually creating, teaching, and inspiring day in and day out – require a Shabbat.

Every so often, the Board and the staff push back from the table, take a break, review all that has passed, focus on what they hope to paint next, and set about the strategy to achieve success. We are at one of those beautiful moments.

We have looked with pride in all that came before and have acknowledged what was “good.” Now we are ready to push forward. We are planning a strong future of meeting the needs of our membership and the greater Jewish community.

Much thought has gone into how to shape our staff and temple to build for Jewish continuity. This thought is ongoing, but you will see changes continue to abound. We hope to be able to update you soon through open meetings, the e-news, and the re-designed Hillel Omer.

Stay tuned. As always, we welcome your feedback.

1. The Meaning of God in Modern Jewish Religion 2. 58:13
3. Term comes from the article “Remember the Sabbath” by Judith Schwartz, The Jewish Daily Forward
Don’t miss our 35th annual camping trip and Passover celebration! We celebrate the faith, courage and resourcefulness of our ancestors by spending the weekend under the stars in a beautiful campground in the California desert.

The campground fee is $18.00 per person for members, including children.

There will be planned activities (such as “Jewish Jeopardy,” sports, arts and crafts, and food preparation) and plenty of free time. The campground has modern bathrooms and showers.

We welcome Shabbat and share in a campfire on Friday night, then prepare and present an inspiring outdoor seder on Saturday.

For more information, email Rabbi Sarah at rabbisarah@tbhla.org or call her at 818-763-9148 ext. 106.

REGISTER NOW

Fill out the registration form below and return to the Temple office with a check payable to TBH. Or go to BethHillel.info to register and pay online.

MANDATORY MEETING

A representative from each family unit must attend the Planning and Orientation meeting on Sunday, March 9 at 12 noon in the Kaufman Beit Midrash.

You will be given lists of needed supplies, travel instructions, and the weekend schedule.

I will join you for the Seder in the Desert! I will be at the Planning and Orientation meeting or designate a representative from my family to attend.

Name ____________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________
Email ____________________________ Phone number __________________________
Number of Adults ________________________ Number of Kids ________________________

Total number in my rig ________ x $18 per person = $ ___________

☐ This is my first time at Seder in the Desert ☐ I have attended Seder in the Desert before.

Type of rig: ☐ tent ☐ tent trailer ☐ RV under 23’ ☐ RV 23-27’
Introducing BethHillel.info

You’ll notice that many of our event listings and ads now end with the words, “RSVP at BethHillel.info.” That’s because BethHillel.info is our new special events landing page (a landing page is a special page on a website that people find through advertising.)

Think of it as our own Ticketmaster — one place where members and the general public can visit and directly buy tickets for the events that they are interested in.

Shabbat at TBH

Every month we present a series of special Shabbat observances, open to the entire community.

First Friday – Community Shabbat Dinner at 6 pm, followed by a Choir service at 7:30 pm.

First Saturday – Moses Program. Songs and prayers specially designed for people with developmental disabilities. 4 pm.

Second Friday – Family Shabbat. An inter-generational service led by our clergy, youth choir, and students from our schools. 7:30 pm. Oneg following.

Second Saturday – Family Drumming Shabbat. A bi-monthly service designed especially for families with young children. 9:30 am. (Next service is on April 12.)

Third Friday – Musical Kabbalat Shabbat. A musical service with our Song Leader. 6:05 pm. Join us at 5:45 pm for a Shabbat Nosh beforehand.

Third Saturday – Shabbat Morning Uplift. A musical service with an extensive Torah study. 9:00 am. Oneg following. Due to Passover, service will be held on the second Saturday in April.

Fourth Friday – Tot Shabbat at 6:30 pm, Adult Shabbat at 7:30 pm.

Fifth Friday – A special themed service to be announced. 7:30 pm.

calendar

All events are held at our Valley Village campus unless otherwise noted.

REGISTER ONLINE for courses, dinners, and special events at BethHillel.info.

Every Sunday - Food Pantry Volunteer Service. Come anytime between 8:30 and 10 am to pick, pack, and prepare grocery bags for distribution. Newcomers are asked to call Leslye at 818-929-2606 in advance.

Every Tuesday - Torah Tuesdays study group with Rabbi Sarah and other senior staff. No prior Torah or Hebrew knowledge is required for this relaxed and friendly hour. 12:30-1:30 pm.

Every Tuesday - Boy Scouts. 7:00 pm.

March 1 - MRJ-W Men of the Year dinner. 6 pm. See page 6.

March 2 - Rosh Chodesh celebration with the Women of TBH. 12-1 pm in Room 15.

March 5 - Coffee & Shmooze with Rabbi Sarah. Using the book, Queen Bees and Wannabes by Rosalind Wiseman as a guide, Rabbi Sarah, with the assistance of BHDS Head of School Dr. Erica Rothblum, will steer the discussion around cliques, gossip, boyfriends, and other realities of "girl's world." 8:30 am.

March 5, 19 - Mussar with Rabbi Sarah. Teachings and exercises in bettering ourselves and the world from the inside out. $36 members, $75 non-members, includes the book, Everyday Holiness. 7 pm.

March 7 - Community Shabbat Dinner. 6 pm. $18. RSVP at BethHillel.info.

March 8 - Moses program. Monthly Shabbat service for adults with developmental disabilities. 4 pm.

March 9 - Seder in the Desert Planning and Orientation Meeting. Mandatory for all families. 12 pm.

March 14 - Scout Shabbat. A special service to honor our Scout troops. 7:30 pm.

March 15-16 - Purim Celebration. See page 5 for all details.

March 23, 30, April 6 - Hebrew Calligraphy with Robert Saslow. 9:45 am. $36 members, $75 non-members. RSVP at Beth Hillel.info.

March 27 - TBH Board Meeting. If you would like to attend, email president@tbhla.org. 7 pm.

March 29 - Women of TBH Shabbaton. 8 am - 4 pm. See page 6.

April 1 - Passover Cooking Workshop. Marcia Levy Friedman, Audrey Friedman, Sue Bremer Fischer, and Samantha Robbins lead this intergenerational workshop in our Social Hall and Kitchen. Learn the secrets to basic foods like Matzoh balls, chicken soup, and Kosher for Passover desserts like sponge cake. 7-8:30 pm. $5 includes cookbook. RSVP at BethHillel.info.

April 1 - Rosh Chodesh celebration with the Women of TBH. Time and place TBA.

April 2 - Coffee & Shmooze with Rabbi Sarah. Using the book, Masterminds and Wingmen by Rosalind Wiseman as a guide, Rabbi Sarah, with the assistance of BHDS Head of School Dr. Erica Rothblum, will steer the discussion around cliques, locker rooms, schoolyard power, girlfriends, and other realities of "boy's world." 8:30 am.

April 4 - Community Shabbat Dinner. 6 pm. $18. Reservations at BethHillel.info.

April 5 - Jewish Film Series. Screening Space Shuttle Columbia: Mission of Hope, the untold story of Colonel Ilan Ramon, a fighter pilot and son of Holocaust survivors who became the first and only astronaut from Israel, embarking on a mission with the most diverse shuttle crew ever to explore space. Join Rabinbine Intern Keara Stein for the screening and discussion afterwards. $5 includes snacks.

April 6 - Community Men's and Women's Seders. See the ad on page 9.

April 7 - Rosalind Wiseman talk and book signing. 7 pm. See p.14.


April 12 - Shabbat Morning Healing Service, part of this month's Breast Cancer Education theme. 9:00 am.

April 12 - Moses program. Monthly Shabbat service for adults with developmental disabilities. 4 pm.

April 16 - 12-Step Passover Service. A unique Passover service and 12-Step meeting. 7 pm.

April 18-20 - Seder in the Desert. See p. 7.
Mindfulness—
Nurturing Our Jewish Self

A Shabbaton
Saturday, March 29, 2014
8 am to 4 pm

Join us for a day of prayer, self-compassion, gratitude and creativity

* Continental Breakfast
* Rabbi Sarah Hronsky will lead us in a Torah service that celebrates sisterhood.
* Workshops on Mussar with Rabbi Sarah, massage, art and pilates.
* Interactive lunch
* Featured guest speaker: Rabbi Jill Zimmerman of the Jewish Mindfulness Network presents an introduction to Jewish spiritual practices.

Register on-line at BethHillel.info

May 1 - Rosh Chodesh celebration with the Women of TBH. Time and place TBA.

May 2-4 - SoCal Jewish LGBT Family Retreat. TBH is a co-sponsor of this weekend at the Shalom Institute in Malibu. Includes Havdalah, arts & crafts, music, sports, yoga, nature and animal programs, kosher food, adult discussions and more. Info: Sarah at sarah@shalominstitute.com or 818-889-5500 x 102.

May 10 - Revlon Run/Walk with congregant Freddie Goldberg. Watch for the next Hillel Omer and the E-news for more information.
How important are family, roles, rules, and rituals in fostering eating disorders? A licensed marriage and family therapist and Certified Eating Disorders Specialist, Alli Spotts-De Lazzer, MA, has written a provocative article on the subject in the Nov/Dec 2013 Family Therapy Magazine.

Eating Disorders in this article refer to anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and other eating disorders but excluding obesity which is not considered an eating disorder. Because obesity, or excess body fat, results from the long-term excess of energy intake relative to energy expenditure and covers a range of genetic, physiological, behavioral, and environmental factors, obesity is not considered a mental disorder.

What are the facts that impact upon the degree of eating disorders in today’s society? Statistics show that about one in 20 young women experience an eating disorder and at least a half a million American teenage girls have been afflicted with these illnesses.

Furthermore, eating disorders in midlife and later-life adults, males, and teenage boys continue to be increasingly reported. People from all cultures and races can be affected by these potentially life-threatening disorders.

What are some family roles, rituals, and rules which affect the onset of eating disorders? Children from families where fat is taboo, where dieting is a way of life, or where weight is a source of discussion, are more prone to eating disorders than children from families with more positive attitudes toward food.

A person’s observations and interpretations of family rules and messages can be challenging and bring about dysfunctional thoughts, intentions, behaviors, and beliefs related to eating disorders. A person interprets their value in the family through acceptance by the family based on appearance, looks, or thinness. For instance, “If I’m not thin, then I’m not worthwhile.”

When families place high value on accomplishments (e.g. excelling in school or work) and tend to disregard feelings, or internal values, the person may tend to lack self-esteem and coping skills.

The family environment can influence a person’s eating disorder. For example, when a person is repeatedly referred to her/his size and given nicknames which refer to weight, the person may think that he/she is not accepted by that person or the family. Family rituals – mealtimes, holidays, celebrations, tend also to communicate family rules i.e. “If you don’t eat everything on the plate, the cook will be insulted, etc.”

There are eight themes that emerge regarding recommendations for families to prevent the onset of eating disorders:

1. Enhance parental support
2. Decrease weight and body talk
3. Provide a supportive home food environment
4. Model healthy eating habits and physical activity patterns
5. Help your children build self-esteem beyond looks and physical appearance
6. Encourage appropriate expression of feelings and use of coping mechanisms
7. Increase your understanding of eating disorders signs and symptoms
8. Gain support in dealing appropriately with your own struggles (i.e. see an expert)

Eating disorders is a subject that is ongoing. It is important that we keep up on new developments in the field.

The TBH Community Counseling Center provides non-profit, low-fee mental health services to individuals, couples, and minor children regardless of religion. Fees are based on a sliding scale. Call 818-762-4817 for further information.
Bags, Beans, and Burbank
by Leslye Adelman
Food Pantry Volunteer Coordinator

It has been several months since the City of Los Angeles began the plastic bag ban and the pantry is definitely feeling the effects of that program.

Did you know that the City of Burbank, where many of you live and work, is still giving out bags when you shop? So think about the Pantry each time you pass a store in Burbank; go in and purchase just one item, a bag of beans for instance, and put it into a paper bag. Then drop it off in the bin in the temple lobby (bag and beans.)

Of course, while you are going up and down the aisle looking for the beans, you might also pick up a jar of peanut butter, a can of soup or tuna, and have each item put into its own bag when you check out. I do it and, frankly, I’m not embarrassed because I have a perfect rationalization if someone should look at me oddly.

Checkers even offer me extra bags when I explain why I am packing my groceries as I do!

We are distributing more bags each week and, in addition to needing the bags, we need volunteers to fill them. Students need community service and as the end of the school year comes ever closer, your children, grandchildren, neighbors’ kids, etc., can earn credits by volunteering.

If you have an hour to fill while waiting for Religious School to end, rather than sitting in your car talking or texting, come fill some bags. I will be more than happy to train you (it takes about 15 minutes) and then you are free to come work whenever the Temple is open.

It’s about doing a mitzvah, but even more it’s about tikkan olam – repairing the world. The more you do the better you feel and the lesson you learn will last a lifetime!

Lastly, the Bimah Fruit Program is going extremely well, with sponsors opening their pockets and their hearts. Every Shabbat that has fruit in the vases means another Monday morning when the pantry recipients have fresh fruit added to their diets. It’s a win/win for the patrons and the recipients, so please keep the sponsorships coming.

If you have any questions, or want to become a volunteer or sponsor, please contact me at Momof3inla@att.net or 818-929-2606.

Learning Together
by Rabbinic Intern Keara Stein

It has truly been an inspirational year of engaging in our K'hilah through Adult Education and there are always new opportunities for learning together. We have a variety of classes coming up – including one on Hebrew Calligraphy with Ketubah artist Robert Saslow – as well as opportunities to get involved in social action.

Join us as we learn together and engage in our K'hilah through the Jewish value of education. To register for any of these events, please call the Temple office at 818-763-9148 x 103.

NEW EVENTS AND COURSES
Rabbi Mike Comins, author of Making Prayer Real, will speak on “Finding Our Voice in Prayer” and lead us in a guided prayer practice at our Feb. 28 Shabbat service. He will also join a special “Back to the Sources” course on Sunday, March 2nd.

Artist Robert Saslow will lead a Hebrew Calligraphy course on March 23, 30, and April 6 from 9:45-11 am. Cost is $36 members, $75 non-members. Register at BethHillel.info.

Rabbi Jim Kaufman leads The “Writings” On The Wall, an in-depth study of the rabbinic and liturgical writings memorialized in the artwork hanging on the walls of the Kaufman Bet Midrash. Three Sundays, April 27, May 4, 11 at 9:45 am. $36 members, $75 non-members. Register at BethHillel.info.

March with Jewish World Watch in Pan Pacific Park on April 27 at the Walk to End Genocide in Sudan and Eastern Congo. 9 am - 1 pm. Contact the Temple office for more information.

Rabbi Uri Regev from Hiddush - For Religious Freedom and Equality speaks at a special joint event at Adat Ari El on Friday May 23. Shabbat services at 6 pm, dinner at 7 pm, Rabbi Regev at 8 pm. $15. More information in the next Hillel Omer.

Yom HaShoah (April 26) will be commemorated with a screening of the film, 100 Voices: A Journey Home. A discussion will follow. Dessert provided by Brotherhood and Women of TBH. $5.

ONGOING COURSES
Torah Tuesdays - Every Tuesday at 12:30 pm. See page 8.

Jewish Film Series - Saturday, April 5. See page 8

Breast Cancer Education Series

April 10 - Women of TBH Book Club discussion with Rabbi Sarah Hronsky on April 10 at 7 pm. The book is How to be a Friend to a Friend Who’s Sick by Lerry Cortlin Pogrebin. Learn more from Sheila at sheilamilov@yahoo.com.

April 12 - Saturday Morning Uplift Shabbat service dedicated to healing. 9 am in the Kaufman Bet Midrash.

April 29 - Breast Cancer Survival Panel with a Doctor/Geneticist and survivor. Watch the E-news for more information.

May 10 - Revlon Run/Walk with congregant Freddie Goldberg. Watch for more information.
Discover spectacular retirement living right in your own backyard.

Enjoy the comfort and peace of mind of Independent and Assisted Living right in your own backyard. Available on an affordable monthly fee basis, at The Village at Sherman Oaks we’ve blended independence and personalized care with exceptional service to meet your needs today and tomorrow.

The Village
AT SHERMAN OAKS

INDEPENDENT LIVING AND
ASSISTED LIVING RESIDENCES

5450 Vesper Avenue
Sherman Oaks, CA 91411

(818) 245-5832
Two-week themes – Ocean Odyssey, Our camp season will be divided into four themed weeks both you and your children.

T-handling discount offer.

of our early planning with our special “Early Bird” discount offer.

I’d like to give you a glimpse into our plans and invite you to take advantage of our early planning with our special “Early Bird” discount offer.

Nevertheless, our ECE staff is hard at work on our upcoming Summer Camp program. I’d like to give you a glimpse into our plans and invite you to take advantage of our early planning with our special “Early Bird” discount offer.

On April 7, Rosalind Wiseman – author of Queenbees and Wannabees (on which the movie “Mean Girls” was based) and the new Masterminds and Wingmen – will be here to educate parents and teachers about the ways we can help children navigate “girl world” and “boy world.”

She says she isn’t my friend today.” “I don’t want to invite him to my birthday party! He’s so annoying!”

As parents, these are often the kinds of things we hear from our children. One mother, whose daughter recently graduated from BHDS and now attends a large public middle school, told me her daughter comes home talking about “the perfects” who wear designer clothes and exclude anyone who does not meet their criteria for perfect. Another mother told me about her teenage son, also a BHDS graduate, who now answers every single one of her questions with a grunt. Even I, as a parent of a 3 year old, worry about how my daughter is navigating the social dynamics of preschool.

On April 7, Rosalind Wiseman – author of Queenbees and Wannabees (on which the movie “Mean Girls” was based) and the new Masterminds and Wingmen – will be here to educate parents and teachers about the ways we can help children navigate “girl world” and “boy world.”

She will speak about the things we can say (and the things we should never say!), the concrete steps we can take, and the importance of checking our own baggage before we parent these situations.

Beth Hillel Day School is solely focused on preparing children to succeed in our changing world. As I often say and write, academics are only one small piece of the puzzle. Having the social/ emotional skills, character and resilience to navigate the changing world is just as – if not more – important for our students.

Rosalind Wiseman’s research and experience is vital for all parents to hear. Please plan to join us, and please plan to bring a friend. Her information is too important for anyone to miss.

Never Too Soon for Summer by Claudine Douglas, Director of Early Childhood Education

As I write this, evenings still require sweatshirts and jackets, the orange trees are weeks away from sweetness, and the harshest month of winter is still to come.

Nevertheless, our ECE staff is hard at work on our upcoming Summer Camp program. I’d like to give you a glimpse into our plans and invite you to take advantage of our early planning with our special “Early Bird” discount offer.

This coming summer, our ECE Summer Camp is putting into place some exciting improvements for both you and your children.

Themed Weeks

Our camp season will be divided into four two-week themes – Ocean Odyssey, Adventure Days, Movin’ & Groovin’, and Storytelling.

Expect your child to get moving, get wet, get creative, and enjoy special visitors and surprises.

Flexible Summer Schedules

We offer 2-day (Tuesday and Thursday), 3-day (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) or 5-day weeks. Your child’s schedule can change from week to week so that you can plan around family trips and obligations.

Developmental Groupings

In order to help your child reach his/her fullest potential, we separate our campers by age. Whether in Nursery (ages 2 – 4), Mechina (Pre-K ages 4 – 5) or Camp Simcha (for students entering Transitional Kindergarten (TK) and Kindergarten), your child will enjoy a personalized program that is developmentally appropriate. Camp Simcha campers expand their learning by delving into more depth with each theme and will focus on the skills needed for TK/Kindergarten.

Early Bird Discounts

We’re offering significant savings for registration by April 4. Our Summer brochure is now here.

Summer will be here before we know it! Join us in planning a rewarding camp experience for your children.

For more information or a tour of our facilities, please email me at cdouglas@bhla.org or call me at 818-761-6983.
Day School Places In Top Three Nationally for STEAM

Beth Hillel Elementary was recognized as one of the top three schools nationally among all schools – public, charter and private – for STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math integration) by Education Closet, a national professional development and assessment firm.

At January’s Open House and Technology Fair, student docents showcased the projects that earned them this distinctive honor, which are actually J-STEAM (the additional J is for Jewish Studies).

These projects are the essence of 21st century learning: children learn through communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity. STEAM, when coupled with Jewish learning and Jewish values is what makes our program truly outstanding.

We will also be presenting these projects and discussing the process behind them with other educators at the annual CUE the Learning conference in Palm Springs and the ISTE (International Society for Technology in Education) conference in Atlanta, GA.

---

A HRTY Purim Party!

Temple Beth Hillel's youth groups, HRTY (pronounced “hearty”) and Junior HRTY, are throwing a Purim Party! All 3rd-12th graders are invited for a night of dinner, arts and crafts, music, and other Purim fun!

Where: Mercaz at Temple Beth Hillel
When: March 15
Time: 7:30-9:30
Cost: $15 for pizza and activities
Who: Led by HRTY and JR. HRTY

RSVP by March 10 so that we can plan accordingly! For more information, contact Rose at rose@tbhla.org. Tickets are on sale at BethHillel.info

---

I WILL PAY YOUR TEMPLE DUES FOR UP TO ONE YEAR

If you (or someone you refer me to) buys or sells a home with me*

Robert B Baer, Esq.
Broker/Realtor®/Mensch
Lic. #01334830

* Former practicing real estate/business attorney
* Superior negotiating skills to net you more $$$
* Short Sale Expert - get out from an “underwater” mortgage with no cost and low credit impact
* Proud parent of TBH Day School 3rd Grader

*Please contact me for details of the FREE DUES offer and confidential consultation
Robert@RobertBaer.com 310-887-0238 www.RobertBaer.com
March and April are among the busiest months in the Cub Scout calendar, and the most exciting! We kick off March with our annual Blue and Gold Banquet — a catered party celebrating the birthday of Scouting — to be held this year on March 2nd in the TBH social hall. At this event, the Tiger, Wolf, and Bear Cub Scouts will receive their hard-earned rank patches, and some select boys in every rank will receive Uniform Inspection medals. We’ll also induct new Den Chief James Reber and recognize all the parent volunteers who “help the Pack go.” For this year’s theme, “Explorers Hall of Fame,” each den will be preparing a museum exhibit and mini-movie about one of nine famous explorers.

On March 14, we’ll participate in the Scout Shabbat, and the very next day our Hiking Team will lead a hike to Switzer Falls in the San Gabriel Mountains. For our final activity in March, we’ll participate in LA Kings’ Scout Day at Staples Center.

April will see the Webelos Scouts receiving their rank patches, and some of the oldest Scouts will get Arrow of Light awards — the highest award in Cub Scouting! Then, on the weekend beginning April 11, the Pack will be transported to the early 1700’s at our annual themed Adventure Camp, which this year is called “Pack 311 and the Search for Jack Sparrow’s Treasure.”

Using the skills and expertise of leaders, parents, and Hollywood professionals, the weekend is truly a highlight of our Scouting year, featuring traditional camp belt loop activities (Archery, BB Shooting, Map & Compass), Scout skills (knot-tying, Dutch oven cooking, letterboxing), Scout crafts, campfire and “cracker barrel,” but framed within a pirate-themed adventure storyline.

Rounding out the month of April will be a beach cleanup with Heal The Bay, and a Bowl-A-Rama.

Yellow Yom HaShoah candles will be distributed by the TBH Brotherhood at Temple events during the month of April. The candles are given at no charge; a donation to cover costs is welcome.

Please place a yellow candle in your window on Saturday evening, April 26, and recite the following meditation and blessing in remembrance of the six million who died.

MEDITATION

As I light this yellow candle, I vow never to forget the lives of the Jewish men, women and children who are symbolized by this flame. They were tortured and brutalized by human beings who acted like beasts; their lives were taken in cruelty.

May we be inspired to learn more about our six million brothers and sisters as individuals and as communities, to recall their memory throughout the year, so that they will not suffer a double death.

May we recall not only the terror of their deaths, but also the splendor of their lives.

May the memory of their lives inspire us to hallow our own lives and to live meaningful Jewish lives so that we may help to insure that part of who they were shall endure always.

BLESSING

We light this yellow candle to rekindle God’s flame,
To shine His light upon the world once again,
To sanctify the memories of the millions of souls,
To honor their prayers and all their lost goals,
We bless their existence by being alive
To light this yellow candle as proof we survived.

– Ron Adler
every kid deserves a great bar or bat mitzvah

A big thank you to our clients for another amazing year. Looking forward to more great events at Temple Beth Hillel!!

Cornucopia Caterers
it’s what we do.

818.909.0075 | marcy@cornucopiacaterers.com
www.cornucopiacaterers.com

PASSOVER is trending!
You won’t see this collection anywhere else! Fabulous new Seder plates and everything you need for the holiday, plus much more.

Your purchase supports the Women of TBH and our community.

We’re open Tuesday through Friday and Sundays.
Visit tbhla.org for store hours.

Women of TBH

Experience the wonderful World of Singing

Learn2SingWithSusan.com
Susan Edwards Martin, Vocal Coach
(818) 982-0724
email: broadwaysu@aol.com

"Life is a musical, so sing like no one is listening!"

Neil Sefinger PFP, EA
Financial Services
Specializing in:
Life, Group Health, Long Term Care, Medicare, and Disability Insurance

How much is too much life insurance? How much is too little? Without the right tools even a great mind can get confused. Determining your life insurance requirements is not a "cookie-cutter" process. How much insurance and what type you need entails collaborating with a life insurance specialist you can trust. Together we will customize your goals in an open and informative manner. The end result will be peace of mind . . . for yourself, your family or your business.

Please contact me for a FREE life insurance review.
Tel (818) 994-5011 Fax (888) 552-0262 License # 0E53145

www.sefingerinsurance.com
neil@sefingerinsurance.com
Babies & Other Blessings

MAZAL TOV
To Rachel and Josh Simkim, whose baby girl, Vered Joey, was born on January 12. Older siblings are Jonah and Penina.
To Amanda and Greg Goodfriend who welcomed Luke Daniel into the world on January 17. Older brother is Jack.
To Ganit and Bryan Abel, proud parents of Talia, a baby girl born on January 23. Big sister is Hila.
To Stephanie Halpern and Elan Shultz who welcomed Noah Evan on Jan. 25. Big brothers are Jonah and Micah.
To Nathalie and Craig Bernstein, whose baby boy, Maximillian, was born on February 7. Big sister is Claire.
To Wolfie Paskowitz-Walther, a Day School 4th-grader, for winning the school spelling bee, the very first step on the way to the Scripps Nationals. He next competes in the Los Angeles regional competition at Walter Reed Middle School in February.

OUT AND ABOUT

Beth Hillel Day School Girl Scout Robotics team "Magenta Thunder" attended the Jr. Robotics Expo at Legoland in Carlsbad. The girls designed and built a working crane to rescue survivors from the rubble of a home, a ship to bring aid and medical supplies, a mobile animal hospital, and a model of a moving floor that demonstrated what you should do in an earthquake. *Clockwise from left: Genevive Boxstein, Tessa Fybel, Lelu Mayron, Ella Miller, and Macy Fybel.* Not pictured: Juliet Mintz.

Kol Hakavod
HEIDI MILLER
Not all schools are fortunate enough to have an Emmy-winning Hollywood set designer planning their events. Beth Hillel Elementary's Parent Association President, Heidi Miller, is the creative force behind the scenes, adding a touch of class to everything we do.

"Heidi goes above and beyond with everything she does for our school. She works selflessly behind the scenes to make our school great. I was most appreciative of the stunning décor she created for Generations Day."

"Heidi is the icing on the cake at our school. From her loving demeanor to the beautiful events she creates, Heidi is a very special part of our community."

"Heidi is an inspiration to all the teaching staff! She works so hard and gives 100%. We are blessed to have her at Beth Hillel."

To Amy Schancupp and family, on the loss of her father, Marvin Schancupp.
To Barbara Singer and family, on the death of Roselyne Kochman, her mother.
To Kim Tashman and family, on the death of her father, Sheldon Benston.

Volunteers Wanted

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Interested on being on the Board of Temple Beth Hillel? If you would like to be on the Board, or know of someone that would be qualified, please contact David Reff, chair of the Leadership Development Committee. David may be contacted at david@reffcpa.com or 818-981-9525 with any names or questions.

PURIM CARNIVAL
Help promote, decorate, set-up, and run our games and food booths! Please sign up for a shift so that everyone can enjoy the day. Go to tbhla.org/purim to sign up.

KNITTERS
Donate knitting supplies and finished hats, blankets, slippers, and toys for local homeless and animal charities.
For further information or patterns, please call Zan Frailich at 818-761-5788.

FOOD PANTRY
The Food Pantry needs volunteers to prepare bags of groceries and the fruit in our Bimah Fruit display for distribution. Contact Leslye Adelman at Momof3inla@att.net or 818-929-2606.
Temple Funds

Rabbi Sarah Hronsky Fund
*In Loving Memory of*
- My Father, A. Lawrence Karp, by David I. Karp
- Shimon Kaiserman, by Moshe and Tara Kaiserman
- Tara’s Grandfather David Berman, by Moshe and Tara Kaiserman

*In Honor of*
- Rabbi Sarah for her help with Jesse Bickel's Bar Mitzvah, by David and Judith Bickel
- Rabbi Sarah’s audacious Shabbat welcome, by Lillian, Bruce and Chava
- The Bisi of Simon Kuhn, by Paul and Daphne Horowitz

*Donations*
- David S. Cohn
- Victoria Blacher
- Jason Horn

Cantorial and Music Fund
*In Honor of*
- Cantor Shana for her help with Jesse Bickel’s Bar Mitzvah, by David and Judith Bickel

Emeritus Rabbi Kaufman Fund
*In Loving Memory of*
- Harvey Malkin, by Irving and Nathalie Gittelman
- Bernard Marx, by Marion Marx

*In Honor of*
- Maxine Stern’s birthday, by Beatrice J. Spero
- Our son’s Bar Mitzvah 21 years ago with Rabbi Jim, by Debra and Kenneth Barrett
- Herb and Rita’s 50th - Thank you! by Herb and Rita Silverman

*In Appreciation of*
- Rabbi Jim Kaufman, by Karen R. Levinson
- Your work, by Rich and Leslie Frank

Day School Fund
*In Loving Memory of*
- Dorothy Fey, Lee Waldman, and Marion Wolf, by Jeffrey G. Fey and Lyn W. Fey
- Tom Fey, by Jeffrey G. Fey and Lyn W. Fey

*Early Childhood Education Fund*
*Get Well Wishes to*
- Madeleine Block for a speedy recovery, by Susan Pasternak and Larry Picus and Matthew

*Donations*
- Vivian Ke

Max Sands
*Special Projects Fund*
*In Honor of*
- Alice Engelman, Cindy Sanchez and Parker Sanchez-Engelman on Parker’s becoming an Eagle Scout, by Leslie and Steven Rauff

*Donations*
- Vivian Ke

Memorial and Tribute Fund
*In Loving Memory of*
- Madeleine Kassab, by Alexandra S. Glickman
- Sophia Balshin, by Raisa Linetskiaya
- Fannie Amster, by Jean S. Amster
- Shapiro Fany, by Bronislava Shritman
- Carolina Dale, by Serena Reeder
- Florence Rothfield and Sarah Chalken, by Marlene G. Puttermann
- Leonard Klein, by Katherine Klein
- Solomon Freid lender, by Larry Freid lender
- Julie Rubin, by Julius Rubin
- Bertha Fink, by Lee Fink
- John Zoller and Gertrude Greenfield, by Dolly Grossworth
- Harry Klein, by Katherine Klein
- Goldie Bieber, by Pamela and Julian Bieber
- William Baker, by Roberta Baker
- Steven Siegel, by David and Kathy Siegel
- Charles Harris, by Sylvia Marcovitch
- Neal Howard, by Louise and Jerry Howard
- Jack Maler, by Helen Maler
- Myrom Dushkin, by Betty Dushkin
- Ilene Goldin, by Ira Goldin
- Ruth Selzner, by Robert and Andrea Decker
- Morris Bierman, by Rita Silverman
- Kate Tockerman, by Sylvia Tockerman
- Audrey Jenkins, by Sid Jenkins
- Polina Feldman, by Ida Sedler and Alessandra Feldman
- Sylvia Martin, by Van and Connie Martin
- Sultana Stern, by Karen Stern
- Esther Zerman Gura, by Jack and Margaret Schlaifer
- Sam Kort, by Ira Goldin

*In Honor of*
- The naming of their child, by Dina and Jared Barry

*Donations*
- S. Markowitz
- Lynn A. Rabin

*Neil J. Gittelman Fund*
*In Loving Memory of*
- Rose Davis, Alissa Shulman, Abraham Fruitman and Betty Bloom, by Dan and Barbara Elman

*In Honor of*
- Marlene and Stewart Malkin, by Irving and Nathalie Gittelman

*North Hollywood Interfaith Food Pantry*
*In Loving Memory of*
- Nate Goldman, by Natalie Goldman
- Gloria Kamler’s mother and Michelle Souza’s mother, by Zan Frailich
- Mitchell Frank, by Karen Stern
- Jesse Goldstein, by Natalie Goldman
- Rosie Benberg by Karen Stern

*Get Well Wishes to*
- Mrs. Jaslyn Factor, by Barbara Kramer
- Mr. Mel Nimoy, by Barbara Kramer

*Donations*
- Van Nuyes-Sherman Oaks
- Racquet Club
- Lisa Mozur Zanville and Stuart A. Zanville

*In Honor of*
- Maxine Stern’s 90th birthday, by Alva F. and Martin Zweig
- Maxine Stern’s big birthday, by Carol and Jan Somers
- Maxine Stern’s 90th birthday, by Gussie and Joseph Sitkin
- Maxine Stern’s big birthday with much affection, by Clara Rubin
- Lesley Adelman being named as a Mensch by the Jewish Journal and for a speedy recovery; by Susan Pasternak and Larry Picus

*Religious School Discretionary Fund*
*In Honor of*
- Parker Engelman Sanchez on becoming an Eagle Scout, by Rabbi Sarah Hronsky and family

*Donations*
- Jeffrey A. Brandzel

*Roen & John Pasternak Scholarship Fund*
*In Loving Memory of*
- Hyman Gerstein, by Susan Pasternak and Larry Picus

---

**Prayer Of Longing**

I wake up just before dawn. I look out my window to see the crescent moon smiling at me as it races across the sky to beat its brother, the rising sun. I slowly push back the covers to feel the cool morning breeze as it drifts over my naked body. Goose bumps form and spread over me like a gentle rain falling over the parched earth.

I imagine I hear the children singing their praises to you on their way to school, as the birds dance in the trees while seeking their morning meals and blessings. I can hear other voices softly in the far distance. These are my ancient sisters: Sarah, Rebecca, Rachael, and Leah all singing and chanting in praise of you. Their voices reverberate through the ages to find my heart and pierce it with longing.

Fierce grace the prophets told us as we trod the dusty paths over the earth speaking of you and studying your word. My reverie is almost finished now as I contemplate the earth’s path and ours as we sail through the void in silence.

– Leland Larsen

Temple Beth Hillel Congregant
November 10, 2013
Based on his coursework in Making Prayer Real

---

*There are Eight Degrees*

in the giving of tzedakah, each one higher than the one before:
- to give grudgingly, reluctantly, or with regret;
- to give less than one should, but with grace;
- to give what one should, but only after being asked;
- to give before one is asked;
- to give without knowing who will receive it, although the recipient knows the identity of the giver;
- to give without making known one’s identity;
- to give so that neither giver nor receiver knows the identity of the other;
- to help another to become self-supporting, by means of a gift, a loan, or by finding employment for the one in need.

– Maimonides

---

In gratitude, we acknowledge the contributions of our friends to the mission of Temple Beth Hillel
$360 Construction Campaign

Leslie Adelman
Anonymous
Shayna & Greg Alpert
Judith & Alexander Angerman
Charles & Roberta Baker
Fred & Arlene Balkin
Kenneth & Debra Barrett
Yvonne & Samuel G. Bartels
Lester & Fay Bass
Naomi & David Beck
Lois Behm z’l
Sheila & Leonard z’t Beller
Gail & Robert Berger
Gary & Barbara Berman
Nancy & Jeffrey Berman
Manny & Arleen Bernstein
David & Judith Bickell
Candy z’l & Scott Bleifer
Howard Blumenfeld & Jan Fralich
Marla & Bob Boden
Robert Borsak & Ruth Holzman
Dr. Nachman Braunbar
Sylvia Bremer
Dr. Andrew Brooks
Wendy Brooks
Brotherhood of Temple Beth Hillel
Donna Bryar
Stephen & Adrienne Bunting
Shainaz & Mark Burg
Norra & Dr. Herschel z’t Burston
L.E. & E. Candioti
Charlotte Carneiro
Russ & Donna Cashdan
Cathy & Tony Chanin
Daniel & Andrea Chasek
Joy Prefer & Neil Cohen
Paul & Isabel Cohen
David & Greta Cohn
Jacqueline & Bernard Cohn
Catalina & Thomas Curtis
Carol & David Dang
Robert & Andrea Decker
Jody & Mitchell Dunitz
Giselle & Sol Dunst
The Dwyer Family
Rachel & Marc Ehrich
Janis Feldman Horn & Roger Ehrlich
Jeri & Alan Eisner
Jed & Katherine Elinoff
Aaron & Anne Epstein
Jeannine & Victor Esban
Joanne Holt & Jonathan Evans
Jeffery & Lyn Fey
Ted & Joan Field
Stuart & Cindy Finder
Marianne Finerman & Stuart Wolman
Debbie & David Foreman
Richard Frank
Connie Frank
Paul Frank
Elin & David Fury
Robert & Garland Fybel
Bruce & Adele Gainsley
Kenneth Geiger
Ilene & Ira Gedin
Arlene & Ira Ginsberg
Irving & Nathalie Gittelman
Glauber/Beren
Manny Gleischer
Janet & Yancey-Glickman &
Paul Glickman
Dana & Steven Goldberg
Freddie Goldberg
Sheila & David Golden
Dr. Susan & Eric Goldman
Gordon Theil & Jan Goldsmith
Dianne & Walt Gorsey
Rhona Blaker & Jon Gottlieb
Melanie & Mark Gragnani
Karen Morin Green & Casey Green
Jean Pearlstein & Don Greenlee
Rene & Lloyd Greif
Dorothy Growswth
M. Bruce Gumbiner
Debra & Phillip Gurin
Michelle & John Halperin
Carol & Robert Hayner
Emily Hayner
Linda & Eric Horodas
Rabbi Sarah & Yuri Hronsky
Sabrina Ironsides
Gabby & Charlie Issacs
Chaim Jacobson
Jewish Community Foundation
of Los Angeles
Barbara & Harold Johnson
Pam & Alan Kantrowitz
Sue & Rabbi Jim Kaufman
Max & Eunice Kerman
Ilyanne & Michael Kichaven
Richard Konigsberg
Eilene & Hank Krakover
Ran Krebs & Chen Schein-Krebs
Brian Kushnir &
Elizabeth Schimpff
Debra & Jon Lambeck
Sharon & Herb Lampert
Irene Lavretsky
Nina & Jerry Levine
Anita & Burton Levinson
Julie & Tony LeWinter
Jennifer & Jordan Lichtman
Allison & Arthur Lipper
Lauren & Adam Lubin
Janis Mack
Stephen Makoff
Helen & Art z’t Maler
Jeanne Mallet z’t
Terry & Howie Mandel
Linda Ellman & Gary Mandinach
Dorothy Manolson
Sylvia Marcovitch
Ronald & Sheila Marcus
Marion Marx
Jennifer Maurus-Chojnica &
Roberto Chojnica
Margot & Marc z’t Meadow
Janice & Bruce Miller
Segue & Dan Miller
Larry z’t & Sheila Milov
Gaila & Haim Mitzahi
Barbara & David Motz
Robin Movich
Barrie Nedler & Matthew Miller
Cary Nord
Susan Pasternak & Larry Picus
Michelle & Jason Peterson
Juli & Frank Petrelli
Robert Pfeifer &
Mindi Levin-Pfeifer
Irwin Pomerantz
Byrdie & Bruce Pompe
The Louis & Harold Price
Foundation
Barbara Pudwill
Martha Pynes
Marcia Ross & Duncan Rainside
Herbert & Barbara Reff
Jodie & David Reff
John & Beth Reff
Dr. James Richards
Trent Ritchkin
Leah & Andrew Robbins
Ruby & Gerald Rose
Robin Rosemark
Todd Rosenblatt
Addie Ross z’t
Richard Ross
Mike & Rachel Rothenberg
Leslie & Steve Rouff
Susan & Robert Rosner
Julie z’t & Julius Rubin
Linda & Larry Sacks
Seri & Steven Safan
Allen Salick
Helen & Sam z’t Saltsman
Frances Sands z’t
Alan Sanders
Jana Winograde & Todd Sandler
Harold & Carol Schneider
Tobi & David Schneider
Julie & Neil Selfinger
Dedi Sher
Lisa & Neil Sherman
Sally Sherman z’t
Steven & Carmen Sicherman
Florence Siegel
Nick Silk
Lillian & Bruce Silver
Herbert & Rita Silverman
Barbara & Mark Singer
Jill & Matthew Sirota
Louise Sirota
Sisterhood of Temple Beth Hillel
Gussie & Joseph Sirkin
Herb Slavin
Adrienne Lavine & Dr. Greg Small
Debra & Phil Sobol
Roger Sohn
Dr. Bernard & Phyllis Sosner
Jeremy Spiegel
Joshua & Carine Spitz
Marlene & Roy Steinberg
Karen Stern
Maxine Stern
Taffy Stern
Jamie Stevens & Thomas Klempner
Michal Stevens
Steven Storozum &
Amy Schancupp
Susan & George Sugarman
Bobbi & Ben Tadelis
Janet & Mark Tashman
Kimberly & Kenneth Tashman
Dr. Jacob Tauber
Jill & Britton Terrell
Rabbi Faith & Scott Tessler
Jeanne & Darren Turbow
Linda & John Vacca
Julia Wackenheim & Scott Gimple
Hank Wolther
M. Weinstein
William & Joan Weise
Myrna & George Weisenfeld
Joan & Bill Weise
Lori Weise
Barbara & Peter Weiss
Elayne & Walter Wentz
Linda Candioty & Russel Werth
Cindy & Robert Weisler
Lon White
Eric Wilker
Ellen & David Wohlstalder
Janet Wolf
Betty & Paul Woods
Lori Weise
Gail & Paul Wunsch
Carolyn Prosky & Paul Yanover
Stuart & Lisa Zanville
z’t - of blessed memory
List represents donors as of
January 27, 2014
HONOR, APPRECIATE OR REMEMBER A LOVED ONE

Mark a birthday, bar or bat mitzvah, anniversary, yahrzeit or special occasion with a donation to Temple Beth Hillel.

Make your choice from the funds listed below, then send your tribute and payment to Temple Beth Hillel, 12326 Riverside Drive, Valley Village, CA 91607.

Please include the name and address of the person you are honoring, so that we can send a special acknowledgment card in your name.

You can also make your donation online at tbhla.org/donate.

$360 Construction Fund
Clergy Funds
Rabbi Sarah Hronsky Fund
Cantorial and Music Fund
Emertus Rabbi Jim Kaufman Fund

Building Funds
School & Youth Funds
Beth Hillel Day School
Religious School
Scholarship
Campership

Community Outreach Funds
North Hollywood Interfaith Food Pantry
Community Counseling Center Fund
Moses Fund

Tree of Life
Endowment

A complete list of Temple funds is available online at tbhla.org/donate

Mickey and Leslye

continued from page 1

what brings me to school every day and what drives me to bring the holidays to life for our children."

Read more about Mickey and this honor at jewisheducatorawards.org

Named One of L.A.’s Mensches: LESLYE ADELMAN

For the past eight years, the Los Angeles Jewish Journal has published a list of “extraordinary people who give so much to make the world a better place.”

Leslye was honored with a spot on the 2013 Mensch List because of her contributions to the North Hollywood Interfaith Food Pantry, of which Temple Beth Hillel is a founding partner.

The Jewish Journal interviewed her about motivating her volunteers.

“When you’re passionate about something and you live what you are doing,” said Adelman, “everything just falls into place. As I see it, [earning money through] my career is what keeps me able to do the food pantry. If you really believe in what you are doing, you make the time.”

Adelman tries to inspire this mindset in other volunteers as she trains them, be they 5 or 95 years old. When school groups, scout troops or family members arrive, she starts with the basics — the history of the pantry and how it serves the community. From there, she personalizes the experience so each person can see how their mitzvah makes a difference to individuals and the community.

“I want to instill in the volunteers that they could be in need tomorrow, and this is one reason why they should take their work at the pantry seriously. On the other hand, especially when training younger kids, I want them to enjoy what they’re doing, whether it is bagging or sorting groceries, and make a game out of it.”

Read Leslye’s profile online at jewishjournal.com/the_mensch_list

Celebrating at the Jewish Educator Awards luncheon are (from left to right) Rabbi Sarah Hronsky, Head of School Dr. Erica Rothblum, Mickey Rabinov, Jewish Studies teacher Tami Bitton, parent Hagit Gold, and Dean of Students Seth Pozzi